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Assiwil&tion, * specific process of speech change, is not
* new problem. Avery, Itoraay , Slokles (l-p.137) and firemannt
(l-p.186) suggest that assimilation aeocranta for by far the
greateat number of nbawgaa throughout the evolutionary history
of languages. This study la an experimental investigation of
the degree of assimilation aa it oeoure between abutting eon*
sonants (oonaonanta whleh come together at the end and begin-
ning of sueoeeaiTe ayllablea) under warylog conditions of rate
and accentuation.
Speech change, both ae prooeas and phenomenon, has con-
cerned Ungulate and phoneticians from early antiquity. Regu-
larity of occurrence of speech changes has lead to the formula-
tion of general lawa of phonetic mutation, 1 and almost any
elaaaieal rhetoric or language treatise alludes to the law or
lawe of lamesaxa (9-p.l04) . The extended operation of phonetic
changea in apace and in time not only areatea new language
ooabinationf .but also is an important factor in the gsnera-
2
tion of new languagea (10). Aeelalletlon in Latin spreading
*Any modern language er phonetic text oontalna at leaat a
dcacrlptiwc account of these lawe.
29pengler, Oswald: The Decline of the ttaet. Hew York*
Alfred A. Knopf-1932 Volume 2: "Languagea migrate in that
they spread by carriage from tribe to tribe 1*; p. 119. But
he recognizes that melody, rhythm, stress cannot pass on
to alien successors: p. 117.
over a large **** «Bd through hateAi of year» has Influenced
the development of th« Romance languages.
A cursory glance at the history of linguistic and phonetic
theory reveals that the early Greek scholars were quite aware
of assimilation in their own epeeoh. Oharaeterlstloally they
tried to aeeeunt for the change, but since they lacked experi-
mental apparatus, logical necessity lapelled then to explain
assimilation theoretically. They seised upon the Bind (vous)
as the most expedient and efficient solution, although a
crude motor theory erne act unknown to some of these early
phoneticians* (3). This concept, that the action of the wind
is responsible for assimilation, colored phonetic thought
for generations; even today its reverberations are stl 11 very
strong.
Although phonetic and linguistic speculation and research
have produced conflicting theories purporting to explain sound
change, all investigators agree that assimilation is a special
kind of sound change. Vendryes (17-p.61) suggests that assim-
ilations occur between two sounds when one borrows from another,
when one Influences another, or when one fuses with another
to produce a hybrid or third sound. Sound changes that take
place suddenly without any Intermediate stage are classified
1Aristotle recognised the Iambic metre to be "the readiest
metre in speaking.*
-as-
under assimilation and ere sometimes referred to ma toe lose
of consonants in heavy groups (8-?.168). These changes ere
probably due to the simplification of compound and Multiple
consonants especially prevalent in the speecn of young
children* Moreover, the reciprocal influence which phonemes
(single elements) exert upon each other results in assimila-
tion (4-P.37J.
Generally, assimilation takes place between contiguous
sounds. The phonemes that ere affected are in Juxtaposition
so that the resulting sound ca<in :e can be Mediately detected
and calculated* Assimilation is progressive ahen the new
sound follows the originally intended sound, g«, oolnis
..-.•c-idn.: culiis (i-o.^i). .Li W» jMOaea is rovor-.-.-d, I. a.,
interlsico becoming latoULego, assimilation is regressive
(4*p«231). Labhta beooming lastha l*-p.231) p *od»lbb becoming
ossjp (4-p*£31} are offered aa examples of assimilation oper-
ating in both directions* la all these cases assimilation
occurs between adjacent phonemes* Sometimes assimilation
occura when the phonemes are not adjacent* In these eases
assimilation is not so apparent* Pecuo beooming ooqqo (17-p.ol),
and oottputars changing to count (4*p*£Sl), are examples of this
type.
11 these description* are compatible with each other and
consequently lend themselves nicely to the formulation of a
general categorical definition. Moreover, they all embrace the
implication that assimilation is a dynsaic prooosa. as a pro-
cess assimilation is progressive sines its phenomena are a
ssrisa of events transpiring in time. The prooosa is illustrated
by the word assimilation itself, a derivative of the Latin pre*
position ad and the verb similars shieh united to form aaalal-
lars moaning to make like. In the prooosa of change the sonant
(voice) stop d of ad loat ita sonant quality and disappeared
as an arresting consonant, but remained in the spelling ee s
continuant surd ( voiceless). From asaimilstus . the past
partlolple form of aasimiiaro . comes our own word assimilation
in shieh the t, of the partieiple ending has besoms ah and the
arresting • has ehangsd to ths nasal n. The term illustrates
ths presses sad defines it as:
It A specific kind of shangs occurring betseea sounds
vhsn one:
a* is influenced by another, e. g., KQ<i, lob
bssjsjsJai . ,^i :> fcCN Usl d %M Istflwaasasl
by the folxosing a («*p«231){
b* inflosness another, s. g* 9 in Is this your
bag? ths j> of this influences the £ of your
so that ths phrase eventually becomes la
thl shore bag?
o. fuses with another to form a third sound,
s. g., would voo becoming suJtt (13-p.91).
Although scholars have agreed upon definition, Utelr
endeavor to explain assimilation baa produced a number of
different concepts. The one willoh probably has found tba
widest usage attributes sound changes to the "anticipatory
aetloa of the mind." Vendryoe (17-p.ft* ) has stated this
theory clearly: "Tba speaker, preoeoupled with the pronunci-
ation of a certain phoneme earning in tba middle of a phonetic
group, utters tba sound earlier than he should, and produces
the desired articulation twice in succession. The vocal cords
have a memory** Sound alterations result from a lack of co-
ordination ("lack of attention'*) between concept and vocal
organs (l?~p*63), "for in tba final analysis the change la
in the mind of the speaker*' (17-p*d4)* Again, "The position
of the speech organs required for the formation of the in-
ducing sound is said to be anticipated completely or in part
while the induced sound la being uttered." (l?-p*61).
la the first description the anticipatory action of the
mind is explicitly credited with causing the change,while in
the second, the mind a<s cause la implicit* Paradoxically
enough, both descriptions emphasise the utterance of sound,
but this suggestion for a movement theory is not realised*
Neither contains a movement analysis or motor theory of speech*
The insistence that the mind performs some function in
speech depends upon the metaphysical demand that mind exists
a priori and independent of objective experiences (objective
in the sense that experieneee, properly behavior, aay be
physical or physiological tension*)* According to the Bind
theory, the £ priori and independent existence of aind in a
i'BuJUi or cental essences is reality* tut lta instrumentalities
include facts of a non-alnd order. The Interplay betseen total
situation and reaction sen never falsify the action of the
aind since both situation and reaction owe their existence to
the aind. Neither total situation nor reaction can influence
the aind, since the aind detemines and Influences both. The
connection between mantel factors and speech organs, accord-
ing to this theory, is neither esoteric nor puzzling, but
sitiply the natural and unequivocal action of the aind. such
relationships, however open they might be to serious question,
do not lend thoaoolves to fruitful experimentation. They do
not fall within the boundaries of objective verification*
moreover, a consideration of the aind involves an excursion
into other related aetaphysieal probleas of Intellect and -ill
which, idiile interesting for sraohair speculation, ultimately
terrainsto in a aental Tutllisa ehioh can neither facilitate
nor expedite our approach and method* In addition to inherent
inconsistencies of its own, a logical analysis of the aind
theory discloses that it is based on soae recondite hypothesis
which peraits & speaker to pay aore attention to the articula-
tion of one or ao?e phoneaes to the neglect of others* The
-anticipatory action of the aind" seaae to haws an affinity
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witfe mm favored phonemes which prejudice it against others.
The reesons for these prefereaees ere not clear, but the theory
sight undergo further refinement to include the "unconscious".
Indeed, Freud's explanation for slips of the tongue could be
the starting point for snob a theory.
In an experimental investigation of assimilation the Bind
theory is little less than useless. The great interest in
speech lies in its social function: "Prescribed Meanings."
But these meanings need not be facts of a dental order. They
are as objective as the needs anion they have case to syabollze,
cad are inextricably interwoven with every detail in the total-
ity of the experience patterns which conjure thes up. Conse-
quently, for the purposes of this study, mental causation as
en explanation of assimilation is neither adequate nor satis-
factory. The strongest challenge any opposition to nental
causes must met is the hopeful belief that the inability to
disprove uental causes establishes their existence. Logically
such a position is untenable since the criteria of proof do not
rest on the absence of proof, a better approach tsould be to
show that even if aeatsl causes cannot be disproved there
retrains the possibility of adducing adequate evidence to sup-
port explanations that would render recourse to mental causes
unnecessary.
An illustration say help to clarify this part of the
problea. s a result of business needs a person Bakes reser-
vationa to take the 5 o'clock train, it 4:45 the reallza*
tlon that he mat complete a cartain task before he can
depart begins to disturb him* 6Ach successive minute a^gra-
vates his fear of Biasing the train* That physical tensions
are operating is nanifeeted by his behavior* A friend, who
ean without inconvenience, finish the tank enters the total
situation. The person turns to his friend and asks him to
ooaplete the work for him. His friend nay inquire why he
does not finish his nan *ork* He any receive any on© of the
following answers:
J. jr.
, JL u L
1* Can* t you see, I** in a hurry*
u _L JL. — u j J. *
£* Cen*t you sea, I»a lau hurry*
3* Can't you sea, I*» inu hurry*
—
-
«/ JL —• w v — V
4* Can't ohu see, l*s inu hurry*
5* Can ohu see, I*» inu nurry*
6* can ohu see, I*e inu hurry*
7. Canon see, l*mau &urry*
This list does not exhaust all the possible replies, -the final
pattern the speaker usee, however, will probably not be deter-
mined by the speaker* s mind, but rather by the tensions of
the whole situation. Under certain conditions abutting
consonants will fuse i t:? to chj , arresting consonants will
novo towards the releasing position (in a to inu) , and finally
consonants and even syllables will be eliminated 1 can * * you.
to oanoh )* To attribute these changes to the speaker's olnd
is to Ignore the dynamics of speech and total situation.
Another foramie which purports to account for assimila-
tion Is the "Ease Theory" (3-p.261-263). The lav of economy
is the crux about anion this theory pivots1 (l-p.137). Jesper*
son * oes so far as to attribute to ell huzaanlty a universal
"tendency to follow the line of least resistance," (8-p.263).
lie it among those scholars «fco reason that sound changes
folios the dl reetlon of greatest ease. He Introduces a nove-
ment theory within which the law of economy operates (8-p.263),
but eventually he depends heavily upon mental factors to
account for data which the law of economy sight fall to olnwssi
scribe* "Over and above asahanleal principles we have here
and elsewhere psychological principles, which no one can
disregard with impunity" (8-p.273). ceortiin^ to this theory,
aental factors and the law of econoasy together ought to ex-
plain away any ease of sound change*
It is quite manifest that economy of effort functions
prominently in producing assimilation, but economy of effort
does not necessarily mean least resistance. Often ballistic
movements, especially speech movements which are difficult to
^Graff , Gramaoat, Jesperson, Vendryes, and especially iiipf
make a good deal of the law of economy. very, Dorsey, sad
Sickles suggest that: "Many students of linguistics deny the
importance of this factor, but every teacher of language
mo sb how natural Is the tendency of the vocal muscles to
accomplish their end with the least possible expenditure
of effort". (p*137)
>10*
execute individually, a.*e loss difficult to execute when
rouped iato rhythmic patterns where the aovaasntc flow lata
ons bnother (14-p.3<K). Healstease any even increase, and,
strangely enough, weeperson reoomaizes suet « possibility
(d-p.££4). «Ten though he suites little of such e cue* Is
rhythmic patterns individual movements group themselves into
larger unitlee. the nature of this larger grouping differs
from tie nature ol the unit (smaller) grouping (14-p*r5e)
and U*-P*314)« « analysis of tne nature of the bailietie
iwveiaent suggests that toe beet stroke phase is lees aubjeot
to control than the back stroke phase (14-p.f &5) . The ooa-
ditiotifc Baking assimilation a fast are those which apply to,
and limit, the coordinations of the elaborate musculature
involved, end not those of leu at reels tence* vhe nation,
therefore, that behind the la of eoona&sy lurks u tendency to
avoid diffieult sounds, to aliminfet» superfluous sounds, or
to facilitate la general the 3ork of the opeeoh organs (4-?«:b65)
is inadequate*
t ui'thoruoje, with respect to apyeeh there ta graM doubt
that the individual follows the lln»» of lea^t r^aistance*
This assumption implies that individuals by nature gravitate
towards the utterance of slovenly speech* If speech were for
the individual alone this oloim ai.Jit have torn* validity. But
once aore, the paramount significance of speech is it* social
aspect. i?ortuaately, individuals are partners in speech trane-
actions* speech is of value to the group as well as to the
individuals. Consequently, beyond economy of effort, soolal
compulsions (the need to be understood , soolal, personal appro-
bation and derision) operate with greater efficacy to preclude
reversion to extravagant use of slipshod, incoherent speech.
The Individual will travel a most arduous route to escape the
oppression of social disapproval. Moreover, the tendency to
economy is difficult to demonstrate, and for this reason of
little use to the experimentalist. The Idea of movement is
good, but incomplete, since these scholars fail to analyze
the syllable pulse and the consonantal functions in relation
to it.
Grammont*s more recent treatment of the problem describes
assimilation In terras of movement: "L» assimilation con-
sists dans 1* extension d*un ou de plusieurs movements arti-
oulatiores an del® de leur domalne ordinaire" (5-P.185). He
formulates the law of the strongest ("la lol du plus fort**)
(5-p.185) , the only lav* which assimilation obeys. ssisola-
tion changes must progress in an orderly fashion because they
are constrained by the evolutionary laws of the particular
phonetic system (5-p.lB5) • Consonants are tron • by "position"
(5-p.lSd), In an abutting oonaonant pair the initial (releas-
ing) consonant is the strong? &: "position." The final (ar-
resting} consonant of the pair supports (appuyante) the releas-
ing whleh is the supported (appuya. e) .omeonant and protests
it from the influence of the vowel of the proceeding syllable
(5-p.iaO). The supported consonant is buttressed against change
sad any mil trespass upon the eaaala or tHe eupportla*
iossonaat to iaflueaee it, fta* sails the supported eoaao-
naat preserves Its integrity by it* ability to rsslst ehaage,
the supporting eoaeeaeat, beeaase of its week position, loeoe
Its identity (S-p.186). Two laflueuoep offoot the final
(arresting) eoaroasst of aa abutting pair, first, slaee the
support iag (arresti**) consonant follows the wool, it aste
as a buffer between the vowel sad the initial {releasing}
eonaensatt it absorbs the residue seasat phaao from the
vowel coordination. 3eeoad, It is also acted apoa by the
^eleasiag consonant. Eventually those two influences
obliterate its identity, la the phrese boo. do llvro the e
Is voiced beeauee it supports the sonant d ehlob ia turn
invades the regie* of the e, articulation (5-p.136). Like-
wise the b of one robe oourto is iaflueaeed by the uavoieed
supperted £ (9*p08*)« The las of the stroageet faaetloa*
with laanttabie efficacy; setto lei 11 a*y a d* exception*
et il ae seurelt avoir" (o>p.ldd)» ^raaaoat follows this
descrlptioa ef his thesis with sa explanation. He aetatalas
taat eaeh artiealatory aovsaeat soaslsts of three phases:
"ostaatfiao—t sous notestase". Titoae phaaes correspond
eaaetly to itott*eelet*s an lysis of tas veeel sad oonsoaaat
rtove* nts: "tension— teauo—dot*ato" (3-p.lS~i6}. Ihe
eatastaee" is ths teJtiag of poaltioa ehioh cleee* the veeel
eaeal. la the articulation of £ Use lips ars brought together
UN
to close the vocal canal, The "tennc" is tee holding position
during which the articulator/ process maintains the closure,
the tine during which the lips remain together for the n.
(occlusion). The "Betastase" represents the quitting position
which opens the vocal canal* This phase is the stroke away,
or the opening of the £ articulation. Srsmmont labels the
weak (arresting) consonant ' implosive" and the strong (releas-
ing)
,
"explosive". The crucial point for assimilation lies
in the region between the "lmploslve" and "explosive" juncture.
The sound change occurs between the "metastese" of the "In-
plosive" and the "eatastase" of the "explosive". boa ,
becoaing Anna , is among tile many examples he offers as an
Illustration of this principle (5-p.l91) . \% this eritloal
("weak*) point (between the Betastese of the b and the
"eatastase" of the g) the speech organs are relaxing; they
are in s transition ata^e and therefore in an easy position
to beoane dislocated and unbalanced (S-p.191). The weak
"metastase" of the "iaploslve" (supporting) b is quickly cut
off by the "eatastase" of the "explosive" (supported) n.
Xssallty attacks the b at this unstable juncture and prepares
it for change (5-p.l91).
So far ".raaaont's consideration of the problem has been
based on an analysis of the articulator? organs. But the
vexing question as to why one artioulatory aovement super*
imposes itself on another requires final explanation. To the
law of the strongest he adds concepts of cerebral and muscular
Me
attention (5-p.l»l). la Articulations involving bn, or
^Mi the nasal, being stronger by -position", assaults the
veafcer consonants preceding it (o-p.191). This invasion
attraots cerebral attention to the saeoifie eharaoter of
nasality. Cerebral attention effects the dropping of the
soft palate as soon as the ooelasloa for the arresting eon-
sonant gets under nay (5-9.191 }• By the end of the "teaaa"
phase of the weak ("inplosivo*) consonant the velua is ooa-
pletely elosad so that the "eataetase" of the nasal, strong
("explosive*) consonant eats off the "netaatase" of the seek
("laploslTe") consonant. The salad now attends the artiou-
latory proeeas. To auseular attention is delegated the task
of preparing and oxoentlag the acfeiaulatory aoTenants. Finally
cerebral attention devotes Itself to aords C5-p«191).
In spite of the enphaais of the art!aulatory aoreaaats
Graaaont'a theory does not contain an adequate analysis of
tine consonantal function in relation to the syllable pulse*
teteon (11
-p.17-18) offers a eon lacing crltlciaa of the
catastaae—tenue—jse taslaae" deacrlptloa aad deaoastratea
that the "iaplosive—explosive 7' Is not fundamental to the
syllable pulse (ll-p.15). The notion, therefore, that the
crucial point for aaaiailation lies In the region between the
"laploelve—explosive" juncture is aot adequate. Furtheraore,
under certain conditions the las of the strongest falls ta
function. Graamont recognises such an anoaaly la the c, of
un bee Klgantesquo (5-p.lM), for although the o is supporting,
it not only resists change but also Influences the supported
o:msonant £• But he immediately ainiaizee tills aberration:
uand la voyelle qui precede la e/est accontuse eocsne dans
un bee glaantesguo 11 arrive, quo Is prealer partle de la
tonne du £ rests eourde; e*est quo Is £* tient alors, some on
salt, do 1*ascent quo lo precede, un renforeement qui lul
perrnet do resistor nu debut; o*sst quo e* 11 dolt a 1* accent
une tension plus forte" (5-p.l94) . It no;? becomes unais-
takeably evident that at least one other factor interrenes.
Perhaps to the "law of the strongest" may be wedded the law
of the weaker so that changes not conforming to the mandates
of one low new readily follow those of the other*
2lpf (18) has approached the problem in s somewhat
different Banner* He defines assimilation so: "Changs in
the position or meaner of articulation of near or contiguous
phonemes" (18*p*90)* "Sometimes contiguous phonemes are
assimilated to one another to form a third": would you
becomes wnitt* courtyard , oourchard (18-p*91). The germ for
e movement theory is conspicuous in ths definitions but 21pf
newer carries it to logical fruition* Furthermore, "every
assimilation points to a weakening or instability of the
aesimilated sound, sad this weakening Is caused primarily by
ths exeesiiwe frequency of the assimilated sound" (17-p*109).
He sees s causal relationship betsean the relative magnitude
of the eosplexUy of a phoaea* an* Its relative fre :ueacy
(18-p.Bl)
.
'K\t« relationship cen b« ectablielw: fr«a ex&i&plee
of cnna?;* in relative ^tnitud* of oca loxlt.y connected vith a
IfcpMge in relative frequency of v>ecurr»aee (18-p.Sl)., But he
also HMprtll ' •xtonisivo cbtsn^es *hlch tjpy seriously affect
both the uainitud* of complexity of nTnswias and their rela-
tive frequency of occurrence" {18~p#97). iie saves ale theory
by recuurse to "V&juilbruiar , the force ^ilcb ^reserves cad
Ml tore© the phonetic syates (id*p#37). Tiare is too mob
ii -Tftlnet tbe concept of causal connacti m bet r^m relative
fre ;uxincy and raiative cosaolaxity as M explanatory principle
for aajjjailation. ^ipf*s ova examples ea^ and 9ourofaar& do
not demonstrate the causal ooaaeetion since speed of utterance
md ciacent pattern are i-mored. ~ipf also f*ils to reoo^nise
the relationship of the consonantal fraction to the funds-
ssantal ayliable pulse.
In his dissuasion of j?pceea i&avt«»»«its and Sh *ir coordina-
tions otstaon (11) dlasusaea several aspect* of the problem
concerning tha reciprocal influence of aouaria m. each other.
"There is a •la* of as lullsti on* srharpby v&vensmts tond to
beeonc elike" (11-p.POS), bat aore import*nt: "it is a
general law of language that all donatio ooordlastleas
shape thasiselvaB by sn for the raurimua speed of utterance"
(ll-p.£03). S^eed, than, conditions sound ahan^ee because .
in order for the phonetic coordinations to r^aaln in phaae
-17-
asd function in the stream of speech, certain modifications
must occur as these ooordinationa approach MgjWi repetition
time (pnyaiolotjicol liait). Consequently, reasoning that
hopes to account for speech changes oust refer to the speech
novationts involved.
3peed, however, is not the only factor in speech. In
spits of the influence of speed in shaping sound changes,
several other factors operate concomitantly to preserve or
restore speech coordinations. Keening, if necessary to com-
prehensibility, sill prescribe a reduction of speed and is
this say sill keep the movements distinct. ooent guides
in grouping the aoveaents. Inevitably, the details of
pronunciation sill depend upon the rhythm because rhythm st
high spead sill be responsible for full or slurred pronuncia-
tion (ll-p.£Oe). "In the end rhythm guides the phonetic
changes shlch every language is undergoing" (ll-p.206).
stetson has aade an exhaustive study of the problem
concerning the influence of speed of utterance on abutting
consonants. t rates of syllable utterance exceeding 3.5
per second consonants do not remain separate (U-?.91).
Consonants may abut at a rate of tiro syllables per second
and continue up to four syllables per second (ll-p.91).
abutting consonants cannot persist beyond the rate of four
syllables per second (il-p.91), because the eight consonant
movements *hleh occur in the coordinations of the four syl-
-18-
lables ftpr»M&tt or almost approach, the physiological
Halt of the repetition time of the articulator? organs. The
arresting consonant will he aodi fled : too top. .. becomes
i>to.... and finally to....... (ll-p.104); eaa earn....
becomes nsa and sa (ll-p.105) ; —y rrf T changes
to am... then aa... (11-p.lO©}; bos bos..... ebem&ee
to sbo... ; sap sap...... to pea... ; pas paa... to
spa. ..... (ll-p.107). eventually all arresting consonants
either drop out or became part of the releasing ocmsonant of
the next syllable, they finally coincide with the releasing
consonants, which indicates that they have loot their function
as arresting consonants, and drop out of the syllable coordi-
nation. This consonantal behavior suggests a possible ap-
proach to the problem of assimilation. The arresting con-
sonant say drop out at a rate as lo?» as £.5 per second
(ll-p.91). Indeed vhoie syllables any drop out at retoe of
£•9 syllables per second (lh-p.23).
This report Is an extension of the work suggested by
stetson in "!iOtor Phoneties" (11). In his study he has
broadly hinted at the changes which sight occur before the
arresting consonants lose their function In syllables. This
study in a detailed account of these changes.
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opeeeh consists of a seriss of rapid highly skilled
movements of the breathing end artioulatory zmeelea1. The
stream of normal speech tends towards high speed during salon
tiie units cluster about ainlouu limits. Speech movements like
all highly skilled movements hare thresholds of maximum rate
(physiological limits). Assimilation or other speech changes
indicate a change in the coordinations of speech movements*
Graphic records of these moveaents clearly show the changes
in progress.
The ballistic movements of the cheat muscles produce
the syllable pulse , the fundamental unit of speech, while
the larger abdominal muscles support the action of the chest
-ausoulature in producing a series of syllables and fuse
these syllables into a single breath-group, or phrase, on
the expiratory phase of respiration* The syllables are
grouped into rhythmic units or feet s&ieh in turn are grouped
into a larger unit (the phrase) by the action of the abdom-
inal iuusclas.
The action of the abdominal muscles presents a controlled
type of movement «hieh provides a support for the action of
the smaller chest muscles* im the positive muscles contract,
1 or a brief, clear discussion of speech movements see:
«A Coaparatire i tudy of Speech >&rements of Deaf and Hormal
subjects: C. V. Hudginsj Journal of Genetic Psychol* 1934. M.
tfi yor a detailed and comprehensive study see: Jiotor Pho-
netics ft. K* I tetsoa. rch.ncorl. d* phonet* oner. .1928,3.
1-216.
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the cheat oavlty ts coaoreeaed, and the air pressure increases.
A pttff of air ia forces upward through the trachea on the beat
stroke. The negative nuselea arrest the syllable by stopping
the puff of air*
The consonant Boveasnt also consists of a beat end back
stroke. It, too, falls in the category of ballistic aore-
aeets. Consonants have no independent existence in speech
but coordinate in the syllable laovoRent either to relense or,
to arrest it.
The beat and back strokes of the releasing consonant
occur on the beat stroke of the syllable pulse. Both store-
stents start together. The beet and back strokes of the
arresting consonant fall on the beck stroke phase of the
syllable pulse* -t sufficiently slow mtes of utterance it
ia possible for both the releasing and the arresting consonants
to function in the syllable coordination. But speech tends
towards high speed, sad as it approaches high speed it also
approaches the asTiwsw repetition Use {physiologies! Unit)
1th which the consonants say be spoken. a the rate of
syllable utterance increases froa two to four syllables per
second, the consonant aoreaents Increase from four to eight.
Stetson has shown that under certain conditions, (repetition
rate of less than fire syllables per second) double conso-
nants (s special fora of abutting consonants) nay fall to a
alniaua of .15 seconds. Such lengths, he suggests, are rare
(ll-p.80). A sore probable alaisan length for double conso-
nants falls between .20-,25 seconds {11
-p. 80). If the
min imum length of the abutting consonants is .15 seconds,
then at four syllables per second the arresting and releas-
ing consonants of the abutting pair Bay function provided the
vowel length doss not exceed .10 seconds. Beyond this rate,
however, abutting consonants cannot occur, since tins will
not >«n*it them to function in their proper syllables, stet-
son has further demonstrated that at high speed arresting
consonants: (a) abut with releasing consonants of the follow-
ing syllables (ll-p.69); (b) shift to the releasing position
to combine with releasing consonants to form eo: pounds (11-
p.107) { (e) become vocalised (ll-p.10?) ; and (d) finally lose
their function as arresting consonants and drop out of the
syllable coordination (ll-p.191).
There are two different and essential movements in
speech x (1) the chain of syllables which is the fundamental
series of movements; and (8) the dependent eries of consonant
movements (13*»p.£46). In the first ease the independent chain
of syllable movements carries the rhythm and accent of speech.
In the second ease the consonant movements ure concomitant
with, and exist only insofar as they function in the syllable
sovements. The syllable movements are the fundamental move-
ments and the consonant movements most accommodate themselves
to these fundamental syllable pulses. Jhanges of rhythm,
stress, and speed of utterance will force a change in this
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interrelationship: "Chaness of rate, stress, and rhythm say
fores ths consonants to shift position and funsties from one
syllable to another, to combine into compound eonsonants, to
decompose Into single consonants and in sobs eases to drop
out" (13-P.249). The crux of the problem of onaomant assiml-
latlon lias in this Interaction between the independent syl-
lable aorsosnts and the consonant movements.
It is s natter of ooeuaon senss that at high spsed the
syllables are crowded closer and closer to ,ether. If aors
syllables sre spokes in s slven tine, the interval betseen
then as sell their lengths decrease. The arresting, rather
tiisn the releasing, consonants must drop out because tins
sill not permit then to function in their proper syllable
coordination. The arresting consonant, rather than the
releasing consonant, adds length to the syllabic, since it
falls on ths back stroke of the syllable ^ovesent. U high
rates, above 4 syllables per second, syllables become very
regular and self-arresting.
Sines the stress of speech progresses nt high speed
ths separate movements of the speech organs are organized
into groups shloh fuse into larger unities. Ascent figures
prominently in the organisation of the unit groups* accent
involves s strsss—s greater contraction of the positive
ousels groups of both the breathing and the art!dilatory
apparatus. A greater contraction of the positive zauscle
groups wearily entails a longer relaxation phase. Accented
syllables nil be of a longer duration than unaccented syllables.
Ixmger relaxation phase of the syllable movement siU permit
tV e for the arresting consonant to function. The accent,
therefore, stutterer its prins cause, has a point of enphasls
(eulalnation) which assures the srroatlng consonant a place
in ths coordillation. Both the grouping of the syllables into
unit groups, and the degrees of accentuation and subordination
of the individual syllables, determine the speech rhythm,
speech rhythm is simply a special font of the ordinary coordi-
nation of aovaaent experience. Ths simplest form of rhytha
experience seems to be a perception of a peculiar type of
likeness and repetition in a movement series (14-p.256).
These persistent recurring patterns of movement ore produced
by slight ncrrements of the articulator? museles in conjunc-
tion with the expiratory ausoles which mark the msln accents.
Consequently the basis of rhythm is the movement cycle which
consists of a rapid beat stroke and a relatively slower relax-
ation phase (back stroke) (14-p.l57). There is much to recom-
mend the idea that rhytha is a group of movement patterns
eabraoing variation, subordination, accentuation, and synthesis
(2-P.256).
Larger units, as well as aeoented syllables, involve
stress and Increased force of Muscular movement. Saeh move-
ment has its dynamic culmination point, and larger movements
are no exceptions. Therefore, both the play of word accent
and the rhythmic grouping of phrases ara necessary for good
apaaoh coordinations. It becomes evident that word accent
alii be instrumental In not only doteraining the functions
of the consonants as arresting and releasing, but also in
what syllables these consonants will function. This con-
sonantal behavior offers a cue to the oresent experimental
study of assimilation.
TH£ PliQSL-X
Unquestionably, assimilation presents a highly complex
problem, ^ssimllntion may occur between:
1. Vowel and vowel
£• Vowel and consonant
3. Consonant and vowel
realisation of the magnitude of this complexity prescribes
the limits of this investigation to only one aspect of the
problem: assimilation that occurs between abutting conso-
nants. The problem resolves itself into a study of the
process of assimilation by inducing assimilation in the
speech of a group of normal subjects. Graphic records of
this process can be obtained. 3ueh records permit quanti-
tative measurements. Thus, It is possible to study the
proeess of asr.Isolation In action by the cethotfa of expori-
santal phonctlce. '.he problem, there*0 la to incuoe ( f ^lwllf-
tlon ic special cecac tabuttlog consonanta) and to datemice
Una feetore UnrolTcd nr.6 the eorsdltlona under which frsrUd-
Istlon occurs. This I&toItab the determination of the
following:
1« JUot how one consonant affeats another
when the two a*« juxtaposed at the ood
and at the beginning of adjaoent syllables
;
£* Under what conditions one consonant la
a a lailated by another;
3« Under what conditions the two eoneonanta
combine to font a tnird,
4* shat factors, other than aere juxtaposition,
are responsible for the saltations that occur.
A weriablo-apeed, aotor-driven kymograph (holding and
rotating a drum) carrying a smoked record 26 by 6 Inohes
was employed throughout the experiaent. Speech jaeveaents
XFor a descripUon of the *PP*ratus see: '^JffSSS^t
tudy of the speech LoveeeDts of Deaf ^ *
C. ?. Kudelns: Journal of den. Psych. 1954, M» 10-13*
ana the air pressures developed by these auveoente vera traus-
mittsd to tha snokad sheet* by MM of pneuaodeike. Ilieae
pnsuaodelks consisted of phosphor-bronze bollowe-diapUraiua,
Jewelled bearings, and pulley sith attached atylua (baaboo).
l string attaobad to tha dlaphraas rotates tha allay sad
this moras tha stylus In an arc. Tha pneusodelk la extra^aly
sensitive to slight pressure changes, it nay record rolea
vibrations up to 300 dr. par second. In addition, tha natal
diaphraa is permanent and penalts quantitative comparisons
of air pressure tracings made orer a long period of time.
These two factors sake tha pneuaodeik a daslrable and very
useful Instrument for the type iff research to ahlsh the
problem of this report belongs.
Changes of the air pressure in the zaouth behind the
consonant occlusion «ere obtained by a octal tube Kith a
luuacn 4 sa. la disaster. In order to allow the articulator*
organs atalaua frsodoa of aoveasnt the metal tube was shaped
and curved to fit into the corner of the mouth and to pass
back to the rear of the mouth paralleling the teeth. A
sharp bend near the end of the tube permitted it to enter the
oral cavity proper around the last molar and to rsst In a
position in the region of the oral pharynx. Besides providing
miniaum Interference to the speech organs the ands of tae tube
lay in a position posterior Is the point of consonant ooeluslon.
Thus It vas possible to tap the air preaaure for all consonants,
inoludiag tba £ aud £. Air pressure tron the nose *as rseorded
by nasal olitea. The air prosaura Just outside ths aouth,
ineludiag vocalizations for the vocals, ma recorded by maam
of an aloKlnaa "saboaohure- aonstruoted fresi a nrliua alas
alaolMa funnel oat and shaped to fit the contour of the south.
I aaall hole ventilated ths "aabouahura". Shis armngan«nt
aliased ths subject to brontha, but atill recorded lha air
Pressure changes in 3peeeh. Bubber tubas sonneatsd tba natal
tuba, nasal olives, and the "eabouehurs" individually to
paeuaodeiks or to & voles tambour, a magnetic fork rseorded
tins in Intervals of .01 sac. I talsehroa dock notor oper-
ating a aarkar rseorded time in in tereals of .04 or .1 see*
Kyao^raas ears taken from twelve English-speaking adults
(eight aalee, four females), namely ona college profeesor,
flee teashers of ths deaf, and six graduate students. 11
but tao subjects were naive as to the nature of tue experi-
ment. The treeinge of the air pressuree froa inside ths
mouth revealed the rise of air pressure In the south und
vocalizations during the consonant occlusion. The traeiags
of the air pressures outside the south shoved a straight line
for consonant closures, and a rapid rise and vocalizations for
the voweia. The nasal olives indicated the air pressures and
vocalisations from the nosa. Tracings of the air pressures
frmr. ice ldo t outside the south, and from the nose fere aade
aii nuitaneoualy whenever necessary.
Before the aotual recording, each subject «na instructed
in the use of the apparatus, a period of Instruction wee
followed ay a period of practice until each subject had
learned to speak naturally with the apparatus. This orienta-
tion allowed the subject to became familiar ith the apparatus,
relax and become adjusted to speaking with the apparatus.
Prolonged drill with proper epeeeh material and accent Insured
normal, natural speech. This reduced the sppsratuo problem
to its simplest terms*
:ach subject repeated eense and nonsense syllables aad
phrases containing abutting consonants at diiTerent rates of
speed and with different accent patterns. 3ach aubjeet wae
instructed to be In slowly, and gradually increase hie rate
of utterance in order to insure an even increase in speed.
The nature of the problem determined the choice of syllables,
accent patterns, aad rate of utterances. The asrmingful
syllables and phraaos were those wMch the subjects ntsfrt
easily uae in every day conversation, ^oraplet* control of
the investigation was assured by the aooloyment of the same
naterlal with each subject. The constant elenente consisted
of the speech material, while accent :.nd rata of syllable
utterance udQ up the variable el-senta.
The sneeeh of the twalrc subjecta preaeated varying
derreaa of lnfl iwldusl differences. Thaea differences ware
ma»ifa*te4 chiefly by the individual aana^anent of the air
^rssaura above and below the glottis during the speech
oroeess* The tracing froa the four fentale aubjaota showed
a aarkad deoreaae In raplltade of voice vibration and air
preaaura when compared with the traelnge obtained from sale
subject*. The air pressure eurvee of the sale subjects
nreaentad a alnlmta range of Individual differences. These
Individual differences did mt lntroduee any additional
fnctora to complicate the problem, nalyala and Inter-
pretation of the sir pressure tracings for all subjects
clearly exhibited a narked 3lHilarity after th* dlffereneea
ware calculated.
axact neasureaent of the tracings ana poaslble. The
tracings front Just outside the south { vowels ) defined the
two-membar syllables open at both ends (aim*), .hen syl-
lables warn released and arrested by consonants (bagpipe)
the tracings of the air pressure inside the iaouth narked
the boundaries of the two syllables* The beginning of the
air pressure rlna for th« releasing consonants of the first
syllables narked the beginning of the ayUable groups. The.
point of aaxlsuR air pressure of the arresting ooasonaota
Barked the end of the arresting eonaonants and the end of
the eyllable groups.
An arbitrary aethod was used in determining the
threshold rata of change for tha speed series in ah lata tha
abutting c nsonante fused to fora a third sound. Thin
threshold rata ana obtained by finding tha average of:
(1) tha rata of tha syllable Immediately pre-
ceding tha change;
(2) tha rata of tha syllable at tha point of
change.
Tha syllable lnaadlately preceding this threshold rate,
saleh In all eases shoved the originally prescribed fora of
abutting consonants, was aeesured and the rata determined.
This rata defines tha upper llalt at which the two consonants
retain their identity. The syllable immediately following
tha threshold of change, which in all eases revealed that
eeatplete change had occurred, defined tha Halt at which
abutting consonants acre not possible. In a vary few cases
the change required four syllables before it beeaae ooapletc
and permanent. In these cases the four syllables were
aeasurcd and calculated to indicate the threshold of change.
Tha syllables issuedlately preceding and following this In-
dicated tha threshold before and after change.
Tha degree of aeslallation was determined by tha relative
length of the surd and of the sonant phases of ths abutting
pairs. In all of the speech Materials used, the abutting
pairs consisted of either an arresting surd and a releasing
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sonant, or an arreatlng sonant and a releasing sard, The
relatl va lengthe of the aura and sonant phases, therefore,
determined the axtent, or tha degree, la which one member of
tha abutting pair* Influenced, or was influenced by, tha
other. The average lengths of the sonant phase, and the total
length of the abutting pa I -a vara plotted against the rate of
syllable utterance. Jurres were plotted fo~ each of the dif-
ferent accentual patterns used. This graphic representation
makea it possible to determine*
(1) Tha rata at which complete assimilation
occurred J
(£) The degree of assimilation which occurs
at varying rates}
(3) Under what specific conditions (degree of
accentuation, rate of syllable utterance,
relative position} phoaamee: (a) ware
assimilated; (b) resisted assimilation;
or (c) fused to form a new phoneme.
ueoordB from different subjects will be presented ana
dlscueeed in order to show the influence of consonant poa&-
tlon. lnereenln? rate, and accent on abutting consonants.
A statist leal presentation and discussion of the queatltatlrs
date obtained f*on the large grouo of records studied will
accompany the discussion of the records. The curree plotted
from the statistical data will rereel the direction and the
decree of assimilation that occurs at varying rates, and the
rate at which total assimilation occurs)*
The reletire duration of the sonant phase to the total
length of the abuttin pair ens ehoean ee criteria of as-
similation* Shan the rate is varied, or when the accented
syllable is preceded or followed by an unaccented syllable,
the abutting consonant between these syllables undergoes
definite changes. These changes are indicated by the chang-
ing length of the two consonants, end by the relative length
of the sonant, or surd phase in tfrtsu Data will bs pre-
sented to show that under certain conditions of rate and of
accentuation, abutting pairs, either sonant-surds, or surd-
sonants, undergo definite changes from their originally
prescribed form* The Magnitude of these changes will
indicate the degree of assimilation* The type of change
will indicate the direction of the assimilation process*
1. The Speed Series
surd-sonent series
Kecords of syllables containing arresting surds and
releasing sonants as abutting consonants repeated with in-
mm*
creasing rate, show a Marked change in um relationship
between the total length and the sonant phase of the abut-
ting coason&nts. The consonant pairs naasured for this
series ahow that aa the rata of ajllablo utterance la in-
creased tha abutting consonant length decreases quite
rapidly, ao that by the tine the rata of syllable utterance
has reaahed 4 per see* the consonant length la leas than
•15 aao. This length la too short for an abutting pair
(11 p. 80). ifhen the arresting member of the abetting pair
Is a surd and tha releasing neaber ie a sonant, tha sonant
phase decreases in absolute length as the rate ia increased,
but it increases in relative length since the length of the
oonaonant pair ia also decreasing. Figure 1, Curve 1, and
Table 1 ahow this relationship. t a syllable rate of £
per sec* the average abutting consonant length Is .24 see.
The average sonant phase of the abutting pair at this mm
rate is .13 sec. At a syllable rate of 3 per sec. tha
average length of the abutting pair Is .£0 sec. while the
average sonant phase occupies four-fifths of tha abutting
consonant length, or .14 sec. at syllable rates of 4, 5,
and 6 per sec. the abutting consonant lengths are .14,
•11 and .10 sec. while their corresponding sonant phases
are .15, .11 and .10 sec. Aa the syllable rate increases
both the sonant length and abutting oonaonant length de-
crease, but the sonant phase decreases proportionally
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ssxoh less than the abutting oonsonant length eo that at a
rate of 4 syllables per see. the difference between the
sonant phase and consonant length is not a real one. The
oritleal ratio at this rate Is 1, which indicates that the
sonant phase and abutting oonsonant are beginning to co-
incide. From this point on* the two curves for the sonant
phase and oonsonant length draw closer together to r:eet at
a syllable rate of 5 per sec. where total assimilation
occurs*
The abutting consonants of this series beooae almost
completely sonant before the arresting consonant drops out.
At a rate of 3.4 syllables per sec, the sonant phase oc-
cupies 33 per went, of the abutting consonant length. t
this rate the abutting consonant length is .15 sec, the
minimum for an abutting pair. At rates beyond 3.4 syl-
lables per see. the originally prescribed abutting pairs
become compound or single consonants which are sonant
throughout.
In Figure t. V the assimilation process appears la
its wery early stages. The consonants of syllables 1, Z9
and 3 have not begun to abut. The inter-syllable space
of these syllables, Indicated by the return of the air
pressure to aero shows the arresting », and releasing £
functioning as single consonants in their proper syllables.
The syllable rate for syllables 1 and 2 is relatively slow,
#3-
ea* US per Syllable 5 has a rat* ea. 3 per see. Mils
rat* is n^t high enough to cause jaodifieation of the pre-
scribed setting pair to any appre ciable degree. Saverthe-
less the sonant phase of the abutting oonsoa&nts lnereases
as soon as the joasoa&ats 2i£ **£tB to abut in syllables 3,
*t and 5. I continuation of the vocalization from the
vowel invades the arresting 2 031 3&* ftad the voloe fro©
£ eeesis to esove backward into the tracing of the 2 from the
other side. Both of thesis factors reduce and finally elimi-
nate the iwrd phase of the consonants ot syllable 5
show this invasion clearly*
The sonant-surd aeries
In thin serler the onsonant positions are reversed,
but the MM general trend of the consonant Interaction
appears. There is this difference: the decree of assimila-
tion is greater in the early stages (slower retos) and
oosspiete assimilation occurs earlier (3-4 syllables per
sec), flmr* It IttPNl II, and Table r Rhosss this relation-
ship, c irsilction progresses very rapidly as the syllable
rate increases to 3 syllables ner sec. t this rate the
sonant phase occupies M per cent, of the entire abutting
consonant duration. >t a rate of 4 syllables per sec. the
sonant phase and the consonant length coincide. At a syl-
lable rate higher than 4 per sec. abutting consonants uie-
ap <ear, but complete assimilation has occurred before the
arreatlag 0-msonant shifted position to coablao with the
roleesinjs consonant of the next syllable*
.Figure 2, |T* syllables 1 to «, illustrates the pro-
sees of assimilation in its progressive stages for this
speed series* The arresting oonsonant preceding syllable
1 end the releasing oonsonant» of syllable 1 hare not
began to abut* The consonants Rtv between syllablss 1
and 2, 2 and 3, are in the early abutting stage. The con-
sonants between syllables 3 and 4 not only abut, hut voice
from the & also** occupies the entire abutting consonant
duration* The sonant phase occupies the entire length of
the abutting consonants between syllables 4 and 5* The
originally prescribed g;p has beeoas a sonant coepound
consonant between syllables 5 and 6 at a rate of 3*1 par
The surd-nasal series
The oonsonant changes occurring in this series follow
a somewhat different pattern than those of the surd-sonant
series Just discussed* Syllables and phrases containing
arresting nurd and nasal releasing consonants wars repeated
at increasing rates* Figure 5, II shows the syllables
gas*.* repeated at Increasing rates. The syllablss froa
mssber 8 on hawe a rate of 3*5 to 4 per sec* The arrest-
ing £ at this rate has dropped out of the syllable coordina-
tloa and hae combined to foea the ooapound as with the
releasing £ of the tut syllable* Assimilation for this
SJroup occurs throughout* Xhe s, even before it has shifted
its position, however, Son the influence of the abutting
£ la that the velum opens during the £ ooalueion, causing
the buccal preasurc to he dissipated through the opes
easel cavity, (gee tracing A aad &, figure 3, XI*) At
this stage the £ loses a good deal of its sonant phase*
Ihe oause of the loss of voice by the g is probably duo
to the aetloa of the vocal cords* Daring the occlusion
of the sard arresting consonant air is flowing through
the open glottis* as the rate increases,the vocal cords
do not have sufficient lias to adjust theaaelves to the
voicing position for ths a (7, pp* 20-22, and IE, pp. 8-10).
At rates sufficiently high the S occlusion overlaps con-
pietely the occlusion of the a which regains its sonant
phase* (See syllable 14*)
IB nasa^-surd series
The consonant modifications in this series folios the
saae general pat torn as those discussed in the souant-aurd
series* Figure 3. I shows the syllables sua, saa
repeated with increasing rate. aslailation for this series
is *Ute rapid aafi coaplste at a rate betweea 4 and 5 syl-
lables psr sec. The arraetiite nasal consonant eonblacs »ith
the rotating surd of the following ayllablo to form « oob-
pound at a rat* of S to 4 syllable* per see* But even
before this oocura the nasal phase increases relatively
with an inorease In syllable rate* syllable 6 shoes that
the originally prescribed a;s has become a releasing com-
pound Si. *oe syllable becomes aga . From syllable 11
on, the nasal phase for the a oocupiee the entire conso-
nant length, (see tracing N and AO, Figure 3, I.)
Hudglne and stetson1 have found that the movements of
the velum, which is Involved In the production of the nasal
consonants, are naturally slower than the movements of the
lips, tongue, and Jaw, /butting consonants containing a
nasal consonant generally do not behave differently than
the abuttin*' consonants of the other -roups already die*
cussed* But since the movement of the velum Is slower
than the movements of the lips and tip of the tongue, the
change «iloh occurs in abutting pairs containing a nasal
consonant would occur at rates slower than that of the other
groups, as the syllable rate Increases and the abutting
consonant decreases in length the velum movement will occupy
more and more of the consonant duration and finally over*
lap the releasing consonant completely.
For the speed series Just discussed, pure rate alone
1Aroh. d. neerl. Phonet. Sxpor. Jfe 1«3» (In press)
1* the all Important factor, thorn is a tendency ror both
umbers of the abutting ooxusnanats to bacons completely
voiced. AsrtaUstlon occurs rapidly and la complete be-
tween a aylxable rata of 9 to 4 par sac* ihe prooeac la a
little sore rapid for the anaaat sard group.
2. The Spondee Assent Pattorn
There la a tendency la faIs group for both mantilla of
the abutting sonsomanta to preserve their Identity, and to
remain Intaot aa long aa the proscribed accent la maintained.
• ithin this lialt tha accent holds the surd and sonant phases
at the abutting consonants in an almost equal proportion, and
no assimilation occurs. Figure 1, Curve III shoes tha rela-
tion of the abutting consonant and sonant phnse. t syllable
rates of 2, 3, and 4 per sec. the average abutting coneonset
lengths are .30, .26, and .21 sec. stills the corresponding
sonant phases are .13, .12, and .10 sec. t those rates
the ratios between the total consonant lengths and the
sonant phases are 2.3, 2.2, and 2.1 respectively, ihess
slues are significant bssauae they Indicate the constancy
of the influence of the accent in preserving the identity of
the sard and sonant of the abutting pair up to a syllable
rate of 4 per sec. This rata Is sell within the rungs of
nonsol speech rates. &ud&lns (6~p.33) has found that the
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average nU of utterance of 25 normal subjeote speaking a
9 syllable phrase (including seeeat) was 3*8 par see.
Figure 1, curve III above that at a rate of 4 syllables
par see. the abutting consonant length ia decreasing rather
sharply, while the decrease In length of the sonant phase Is
relatively —11. These two surras would probably coincide
at a point aaar 5 eyllablea per sec—which suggests that
the accent patterns beyond this rats are aodlfied. That
modification of the accent oust occur Is logical since the
rata at which syllables with a double accent can be spoken
is United. This limit la reached at about the saae rata
as that in which arresting consonants lose their function
in the proper syllables. The loss of tho arresting conso-
nant, which gust drop out as a result of increasing rate*
shortens the first syllable of the unit group* »ith this
change in coordination the accent pattern also breaks down,
and the spondee becoaes an iambic. But at rates which
tolerate the double accent pattern the &buttlnc consonants
retain their integrity. Thus aeoeat is aa important factor
in sound change.
Figure 4, X shows the group ace-bay spoken with a
spondee accent with increasing rate. Record IT of this
figure shows the phrase 111 that do? spoken with a spondee
accent for the syllables that do at a rate relatively slower
than the rate of the groups in record te Groups 1 and S, in
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Figure 4, III, an spoken at a rate ea. £.4 and £.7 ear aeeond.
Toe air pressure insIda the snath ahova that both the £ aad
d ara intaet. Tha £ and d of group 1 are la the early abet-
ting stags* Tha consonants 2 * «f greap X, la Record I,
is est shoe tha abutting form. Tha sard aad soaaat phases
for tha 23k are pronlnent up throat groap 5. Beginning
with groap • ahleh attains a rata ea* 4 per see., the soaso-
aaats ara soaaat throughout. Tha leagth for tha abutting
soaaoaants of group 6 is .15, the nlaiawa far sa abutting
pair. Ilia treeing shoes that tha baaaal pressure ie higher
for tha & than Car the 2 indicates that the aeoeat is
probably breaking deem* The aeoeat has broken daea in groap
7 {not iaoludsd la the sat)* The consonant length eas re-
duced to .13 sea. aad the for* of the euro shoved that the
originally preeerlbed p;b had beeoae a coapouad or a single
eoasoaant. Accent, therefore, influeaees the tread and
aagaitude of assimilation that 00ours so long aa the rate
does not exeaed the limit of toleration of the double aeoeat.
Tftia limit la identical with that at which the arresting
consonant loses its function,
onant-eard graaaS)
The abutting consonants of these sonant-surd unit
groups spoken alth a spsadee aeoeat folios general patterns
relatively analogous to those of the abutting consoaaate of
tha surd-sonaat groups spoken vith the saae accent. (Caspars
- mm
/ig. 1, urree III and IT.) The surd phase of the eurd-
sonant group Is of a lit tie longer duration Usui the sonant
phaee, while for the sonant-surd groups tao sonant phase is
of a little longer duration than the surd phass. the posi-
tion of the sard or sonant as an arresting sonsonaat
probably aecounts for this all ht difference. The apondee
&eoont permits both the arresting wnd relcaln^ c:>$.sou«nt
to function in the proper syllables. The relations between
the consonant lengths and the surd or sonant phases of the
abutting consonants shoo that little assimilation occurs*
At s yllabl* rate np to 4 per son. the shutting consonants
retain their identity. At a syllable rete higher than 4 per
see* the spondee ascent breaks down.
Sttrd-Kaaal Sroups
The general relationship between abuttins consonants
* of spondee feet containing surd-arresting and nasal-releas-
ing consonants parallels the sans psttsrns that prevail for
the aurd-aonant spondee groups. At a rate up to S to 4
syllables psr sec. the spondee accent holds both consonants
fir» (not snown in suts). The average surd phase of the
abutting consonant length is slightly longer than that or the
average nasal phase. The position of the surd as an arrest-
ing consonant shieh is generally slightly longer than the
releasing consonant any account for this larger surd phase.
as long as the spondee aseent persists, however, both the
surd and nasal phases of the abuttin: consonants are prominent.
As the rate lBorwMs beyond 4 syllables per mc. the accent
breaks down as It does la the other group* and for the sane
reasons. The sard and the nasal consonant oosblne to form
a compound consonant which has a relatively large surd
phase beeeuse, as already dl sousaed In the surd-nasal series
above, the vocal cords have sot -sufficient tine to adjust
themselves to the soloing position for the
Sasal-3urd croups.
The abutting consonants of this unit group (not shorn
in outs) spoken with a spondee accent manifest little assim-
ilation so long as the spondee aecent pattern persist*. The
nasal and surd phases do not lose their identity. The nasal
and the surd phases are practically e^ual, indicating that
the spondee accent functions for this group with the saae
regularity and effectiveness as it does is the sonant-surd
groups* as the syllable rate increases to e rate higher
than 4 per sec* the arresting a moves to oonbine with the
releasing p_ *° a ecsipound m£. eventually the velum
movement for the nasal consonant overlaps coupletoly the
isovement of the surd releasing consonant, but the process
is the reverse of that just noted in the spondee surd-
nasal group* For the nasal-surd groups the voice front the
nose occupies the entire consonant length* The vocal cords
take the position for voicing the arresting a and do not
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hare euffleient time to open, during the short occlusion
of the releasing £.
Up to a rat© of 4 syllable b pop sec little, if any,
assimilation occurs for the groups spoken vita a spondee
accent. The arresting consonant ahaso ie generally a little
longer than the releasing consonant phase hut generally both
muumua* ••^QKiat mmm ettfcta Ifci* rats Uatt,
3. The Trochee Accent Pattern
sugq-soaajrt Grouoe
when the trochee accent la prescribed, the arret? ting
onoonant of the accented syllable appears to influence the
releasing aonsonant of the unaccented syllable of the unit
group, and eeslailatlom ic rapid - (within the same limits
discussed for the other groups } • Figure 5, Curve III shove
the trend of the ccslailatlon process, and the magnitude of
assimilation. At the ratea of 2, 3, 4, and 5 syllables psr
see* the total lengths of the abutting c neonants are .34,
•£c, and .15 sec*, while the corresponding sonant phases
are .11, .09, .07, and .04 sea. k% syllable ratee of S, 3,
4, and 5 per see., the surd phases are £.1, 1.9, £• end
2.3 times as large cc the corresponding sonant phases. t
a rate of 3 syllables per sec. the total oonaonaat length
1c decreasing rery rapidly. The sonant phase begins to
increese beyond this rate. The consonant length end the
sonant phase probably coincide at a syllable rate of 4 per
sec. At ratee higher than 6 per sec* the aoaeut pattern
probably breaks down. The arresting eonaenent combines
with the releasing consonant to form s compound or single
consonant. The syllables become area, since they consist
of single ocapound releasing consonants and vowels* But up
to a rate of 5 par see* the surd phase is prominent and
appears to increase at the expense of the sonant phase* t
a rata higher than 5 syllables per sec. 1b acne oases earlier,
voice occupies the entire consonant length.
Figure 4, V, shore the relatively large surd phases of
the abutting consonants for the three groups* Group 1 has a
relatively short sonant phase, .07 sec* for the abutting t;d*
BMP 2 has a still shorter sonant phase (.0* ass*)* Ex-
cepting for the brief vocalisation trou the vowel, present in
the arresting t, of :roup 3, the abutting consonants ttd are
completely surd. The syllables that do, tm group 3 have a
slower rate (ea. £ per sec*} than that of sroup S (ea* 2*2
par sec.). Record II of Figure 4 shows the surd-sonant
trochee thafr day spoken at higher rates. In jrodp S the
surd phase occupies the entire duration of the abutting t;d «
The syllable rate for oonaoaaate of group * and 8 have become
compound or single consonants. The syllable rate for group
7 is oa* 5 per see., nevertheless the surd phase occupies a
good portion of the entire consonant duration.
>;onant^:urd Groans
Assimilation la very rapid for the aonant-aurd abutting
paira la tha trochee groups, out tha process la Just tha
reverse of that discussed above for tha surd-sonant group*
rigare 5, aurve IV, shows tha relationship between tha sonant
phaee and tha total abutting consonant length. At a rata of
£ syllahlee par aaa. tha sonant phase occupies 83 par eent.
of tha abutting consonant duration. t 3 syllables par see*
the sonant phase la 92 par cent, of the consonant length*
t •:, 3yllr/blse xjr sec. th- WlMagil ratio hot?.con t!r nonnnt
phaaa and tha consonant length la l t which indicates that the
sonant phaaa and the entire duration of tha abutting pair are
Qliaoet identical*
Figure 2, II. shows tha arresting £ ca bining with the
releasing £ to form a oonpound consonant at a syllable rata
ca* 3*4 par aaa* the only true abutting consonants in
Figure 2. II, appear la group 2* 'Hie syllable rate for group
3, Is ca. 3 per sec. In this ease the original abutting
consonants hare become compound nd sonant eren at thla alow
rata. Votoe from tha sonant arresting consonant invades tha
surd releasing consonant very early*
. urd-Uasal groups
Aa long as tha trochee accent parslets tha relationship
between the total abutting consonant duration and the sonant
phaaa of this group follows tha same general patterns of those
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dlseuesed In the surd-sonant groups with the same accent*
Figure 3, III. Is a record of cap q»p m9 aap spoken with
the following accent i * " — "
. /liable* 3 and 4 of groups
1 and £ aay he considered as spoken with a troshee accent.
The only true abuttins consonant* follow the accented syl-
lable. The surd phase occupies a larger portion of the
consonant duration than does the nasal phase. The air
pressure of the arresting occlusion Is not dissipated because
the accents protest It. So long as the accent operates, the
arresting surd consonant stroke Is prominent so that it
drives the nasal releasing consonant partly into the next
vowol. At a syllable rate higher than 3.5 per sec. the surd
2 forces the nasal a to occupy a shorter &nd shorter dura-
tion. As the rate increases beyond this point /the consonant
length decreases, but the surd phase increases, relative to
the total consonant length. The reason that such a aodlfl-
catlon mist occur Is due to the action of the velum. if the
interval between vowels decreases, the velum opens nearer
and nearer to the vowel since the arresting of the accented
onsonant syllable occupies most of the consonant duration.
% a syllable rate higher than 4 per see. the 2 amoves to
the releasing position to fora a compound consonant. Then
the velua opens during the consonant occlusion to dissipate
the air pressure for the ju But even then the consonant is
almost completely surd.
The trend of the assimilation process end the degree
of eratelletion securing in this group ere, in general,
identieal with those occurring in the sonant-surd groups*
Figure 9 shows nam nam sea psj* spoken with the following
accent'. " v " • syllables 3 end 4 of groups 1* 2, end 3
may be considered as being spoken with e trochee accent*
butting consonants appear between these syllables. The sir
pressure tracings A and S show the prolongation of the ac-
cented syllables* The nasal phase of the abutting conso-
nants nap of the accented syllable occupies almost the
entire abutting consonant duration* At rates higher than
4 per see* when the £ combines with the 2» to® entire
consonant besoms* nasal, although the consonant generally
shows an sspiratory phase indicating a fortla release for
the 2* Assimilation is rapid and oonplsts at a syllable
rats of 3-4 per see*
in the sonant-surd groups spoken ?dth a trochee accent,
assimilation is rapid and practically complete at a syllable
rats of 4 per sec* The process is not so rapid in the surd-
sonant groups* nevertheless, a large degree of assimilation
occurs up to a syllable rats of 4 par sec*
4* the Iambic Accent Pattern
surd-Sonant aroupa
ifhen the second syllable of a unit group containing a
sonant-arrestIng and surd-releasing consonant is sneer,ted
and the unit group la spoken with increasing rate, the
sonant aodlfles the aura consonant of the abutting pair*
Assimilation takes place rather rapidly although the process
is sot as dear cut and uniform as in sow of the other
groups* Figure 5, Curve I* shoes that even at slow rates the
sonant phase oo uples a large part of the abutting conso-
nant duration* JLt increasing rates the length of the sonant
phase Increases in relation to the abutting consonant dura-
tion* At a syllable rate of 5 per sec* the critical ratio
between the consonant length and ths sonant phase Is less
than £• This value suggests that the consonant length and
the sonant phase are practically identical*
The abutting consonants t:d of the phrase ffi| that
do? of groups 2 and 3 In 1 1 ure 4, VI, are sonpletely sonant*
s inilation Is almost complete at a syllable rate of 3-4 par
see* In groups 2 and 3* The accent drives the air pressure
of the d to a higher level than Is usual for the d. The
originally proscribed abutting t:d of the phrase at darn ,
groups 1. 3* and 4 in Figure 4* III* have combined to fom n
sonant ocapound or single consonant* The average syllable
rate for these three groups is between 3-4 per see* The
syllable rate for group 4 is 4 per sec. The originally
prescribed abutting t^d appears only In group 2 where the
syllable rate for this group is 3*3 per sec. -swan in this
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<**•*» &«»ewar, aonant phase occupies almost the entire
duration of the abutting pair.
Sonant-Surd Grouaa.
the abutting consonants of iambic feet eontalning
sonant-errs* tinn and sureVreleasing consonants spoken with
increasing rates aseas to offer an anoooly insofar as the
influence of the aooent la concerned, in all the groups thus
far discussed the eonaoaanta of the accented syllables have
assimilated the consonants of the unaccented syllables. In
this group the sonant phase of the arrest inn consonant of the
unaccented syllable rather than the surd chase of the releas-
ing consonant of the accented syllable sains in accendenoy
as the syllable rate increases to 4 syllables per sec« The
:*eleasing surd, howew»r, remains firs up to a rate of 4 to
5 syllables per sec
Figure 5, Curre IT, shoes the relationship between the
abutting consonant duration and the sonant phase at different
syllable rates. At an average syllable rate of 2 per sec.
the surd phase is 1.6 times the length of the sonant phase*
But this relationship changes immediately as the syllable rate
increases beyond Z per sec. At a syllable rate between 2 and
3 par sec* the abutting consonant length decreases ahlie the
len£h of the sonant phase actually increases so that the surd
phase la only two-thirds as Ion,* as the sonant phase. ?X a
syllable rate between 5 and 5 par see. the sonant phase does
n-
not deomn perceptibly, wall© the total consonant decreases
rather rapidly beyond 4 syllables per see. There is an In*
oreaae of the eooaat phase la relation to the total eaneonant
length. At a rate of 5 syllables per see. the length of the
nonant phase is double that of the surd phase. The consonant
length and the sonant phase probably aeet at a rate between
5 and e per see.
figure 2, III, is a record of the unit group ba^pleo
spoken with an iexbie assent and sith increasing rate. The
syllable rate for group 3 is ea. 3 per see. The originally
prescribed abutting gtn hare probably combined to fora a
compound. The oonsonaats of ..troupe 1 and £ have a prominent
surd phase. The consonant of group 3 has a relatively larger
sonant phase. The feet that the surd-releasing does not
impose its surdneas on the sonant-arresting consonant ashes
the behavior of the abutting oonsonaats of this group appear
to be different from that of the other groups. But the dif-
ference is only superficial. Although the releasing surd
does not change the arresting sonant, the arresting sonant
does not Impose voice on the arresting consonant up to a rate
of 4 syllabise per see. A comparison of Curve X end Curve
IV of Figure 3 suggests that the accent is definitely a fac-
tor in determining the degree of consonant change. The
accent In Curve 1 preserves the Identity of the aurd-releee-
lng consonant of the accented syllable which in all other
Iomi it* distinguishing surdnee*. The accent In
Curve XV, troche* pattern, seeas to lapoee the voice of the
arresting sonant upon the releasing surd. At rates higher
than 5 syllables par see. the sonant phase Invades the surd
region and soon the sonant phase occupies the entire conso-
nant lsngth, but before this change occurs the ssesat aseas
to operate In retaining the surd intact.
But twri",Waiia Qbbbul
The behavior of abutting consonants of syllables con-
taining surd-arresting and nasal-releasing consonants spoken
with an Iambic accent follows the same general patterns as
that of the surd-sonant groups discussed above. Syllables
2 and 3 of groups 1 cad 8 In Figure 3, III, nay be considered
as spoken with an Iambic accent end with Increasing rate,
the average rate for these two groups Is 4.5 per see. The
length of the consonants, and the fora of the curves, trac-
ings A and M, show that the originally prescribed abutting
pin have disappeared. The consonants have now coablned to
fora the compound pan For this group the critical rate Is
4 syllables per sec. Assimilation Is rapid at this rats.
Ac in the surd-sonant Iambic groups, the Influence of the
accent seems to preserve the releasing consonant. The conso-
nants between the unaccented syllables 1 and 2 of each group
show no nasal phase, whereas the consonants between 2 and 3
show a short nasal phase.
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ih9 mmt^mM group*
The sow process is active in this group &s la the eonant-
nrd groups spoken with an iaablo accent. Figure 3, IT if a
record of the phrase pan asm pas amp repeated at an increas-
ing rate and with as ascent on the third syllable, syllables
2 and 3 of each group may be considered aa spoken with an
Iambic accent. The rate of the accented syllable is between
3 and 4 per see*, chile the rate of the unaccented syllable
is between 5 and 6 per sec* The releasing consonants of
all the syllables are compounds of m and £• The rate is
too high to tolerate abutting consonants. Voice free the
& occupies about half of the consonant duration between syl-
lables £ and 3 of each group, while the consonant between
syllables 1 and £ Is both sonant and completely nasal* the
fact that syllable 3 of each 'roup has a heavy accent ac-
counts for the surd phase of the compound bp .
Assimilation occurs rapidly and is practically complete
at a syllable rate between 4 and 5 per sec. in the sonant-
surd groups. In the surd-sonant groups the degree of assimi-
lation is snail. The surd-releasing consonant, however, is
prominent and never loses its surd phase.
5. Abutting Consonants Fusing To Form a Third Phoneue
•-7 "roups
In certain special eases the abutting consonants fuse
to form s third phoneme. In these cases one or both of the
conaoaants of the abutting pair are week, uiistf tile oonaonante
which loaa their characteristics when they oo&bine. esiai-
latioa is cosplete whan the consonants fuss as a result of
increasing rate. The speech aster lal oottprlsiag this group
consisted of sense and non-sense syllables with s, jfc, end &
as arrasting consonants sad | «• t releasing consonant.
Figure 6, III, IV, V, and Figaro 7, II, III, IV, and ? snow
syllables with these consonant combinations spoken with an
increasing rate alone and In accented groups* uhen the syl-
lables yos containing £ as an arresting consonant are spokea
with inoreaaiag rates £ eeaalnes with the releasing r, to
form sh at an average rate of 3*5 syllables per sec* Uee
Figure 6, III, IV, V, and Table 3.). At an average rate
of 2*0 par sec. both consonants ressaia abutting consonants,
it an average rate of 3*5 par sec* the two consonants fuse
to fogB sh and the abutting pairs never reappear at a rate
of 4 per sec* The fora of the curve, tracing A, and the
rounded fora of the aapirstory phase in tracing AO, were
ueed as criteria of the change* Camparison of the fused
fora of sjf. (f igure 6, HI), and the prescribed s£ shows that
the two ferats are identical* Figaro S, I, and II, shows
that a slight difference exists between releasing J» sad ah.
The graphic difference between a and sh as releasing conso-
nants appears la the tracing AO aa a slightly higher rise
in pressure for the fricative phase of ah. The orlglaaHy
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prescribed ajjr change* to a rale&elng sh. at syllable 4. The
tracing AO from this point shows s striking similarity to
that of sh in mora II. s the syllable rate approaches
the threshold or changet the arresting s sores towards the
releasing £* At n threshold rate the a movse rapidly away
for the back stroke, but sines the tip of the tongue Is also
involved In the articulation of the £ both s and 2 ooablns
to Torn a third sound ah. The accent within 11- Its dis-
cussed for the other grouse will permit the consonants to
function as abutting consonants* (see: Figure 6* IV and V.)
But for these accented groups/ as la all othsr group*, abutting
consonants are possible only at a rate up to 5*5 to 4 syl-
lables per see*
and czy Groups
ahen the groups containing abutting consonants con-
sisting of arresting Jt or £ and the releasing £ wore spoken
at a rate of ca. 3*6 to 4 per sec, the arresting consonants
fused with the releasing £ to form a third consonant 04 or
J[« At a syllable rate higher than 4 per sec* the originally
prescribed abutting t;y fused to function as a releasing
voiced oh. (see: Figure 7. II. Ill, IV, V.) The criteria
for determining the assimilation in this group were (a) the
rate of rise of the air pressure in the south, i| (b) the
shape of the curve; and (e) the affricative phase indicated
In the tracing AO. The assimilated oh or J, was identified
by comparing it with originally prescribed syllables contain-
Ma
ins «b or X *• releasing consonants, (sm Figure 7, I.) The
arresting £ and the releaeing 2 of these syllables fused to
fom ^ at a threshold rate of 3.5 to 4 syllables per see.
The rear?ana for these nutations lie in the relationship
of the accessory consonant aowaaenta to the fund—sntal syl-
iabla pulsaa. The arresting t to d requires a beat stroke to
the bridge of the hard palate. If la rapid speech the back
stroke for the % or d fuses elth the J stroke so that the
t or a explodes through the y_ the moeeoents are precisely
those for eh or J. The aoweaents of the t or d close the
oral canal and the air pressure rises. *hen the arresting
t or d is followed by a releasing y. explosion through
the 2 position occurs aa aeon aa the ton rue a ryes away from
the hard palate. In normal speech, excepting when the ac-
cent falls on the syllable containing the arresting t or d,
these two arresting consonants telescope to fom «k or !•
It is inerltable that this assimilation should occur. Tha
suae conditions: position of consonant, degree of accentu-
ation, and increasing rate apply with equal efficacy to this
group and to all the other groups reported in this study,
{see figure 7, I, II, IH, IT, 7, and Table 4.)
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DI3CUS3I0K OF ESaULTfr
The result* of this study elearly show that assigna-
tion is a progressive process in time, sad that (a) eoneo-
naat position, (b) Increasing rate, sad (e) accent, are,
within lUlts, influential factors in expediting or delaying
the series of events (sound changes) which inevitably occur*
Ultimately the syllable rate beeostee the all Important fac-
tor, because as the syllable rate approziaates nsTimum
repetition time ( physiological 1Halts) the accessory conso-
nantal movements; have become modified in order to accommodate
themselves to the fundamental chain of syllable movements.
v:hea the arresting eonsonant loses its function in its proper
syllabls, consonants no longer abut* At higher syllable rates
even accent pattern breaks down. The spondee foot is probably
reduced first to an Iambic foot; 1amble telescoping (ll-p.l»0),
and trochaic reduction (ll-p.191) modify the ehsin of syl-
lables still further to an arhythmical series of one syllable
feet* But even before thess changes occur, assimilation
operates while arresting and releasing consonants abut*
In a series of unaccented syllables spoken st a rate
between S and 3 per see. there is a tendency for surd ar-
resting or releasing consonants to retain their identity
through the abutting stage* as the syllable rate Increases
from 3 to 4 per sec*, the surd consonants. Irrespective of
their position (arresting or releasing), lose a very important
characteristic (surdness). 1though they bmm completely
sonant, they still can be distinguished from true sonants by
their forUs release. The direction end degree of asslnlls-
tion la rapid end practically oomplet* at e syllable rate of
4 per seo. for all the groups except the trochee surd-sonant
and the iembio sonant-surd. In the esse of the trochee surd-
sonant group assimilation doss occur, but not to the seas
degree of that in the other groups* In the case of the
sonant-surd 1cable group the accent ssess to hold the surd
phase firm, protecting it from the sonant phase of the ar-
resting consonants. Assimilation say be possibly a trifle
sore rapid when the arresting consonant is a sonant or a
nasal, but this difference is saall.
The results of this study definitely sho that c.ram-
sont's "law of the strongest" (5-p.l35) is Inadequate as
an explanation of assimilation. In the first place, the
sonant-surd speed series invalidates the "law of tha strong-
eat" since the weak (arresting) consonants assimilate
rapidly and completely the stronger (by position) consonant.
Second, tha sonant-surd troches groups also violate this
law. The consonants, "stronger" by position, are assimilated
by the "weaker" consonants. In the case of the spondee surd-
sonant and sonant-sura groups there 1b practically no assimi-
lation, but accent rather than consonant position determines
the degree of assimilation. The only groups to *hlah the
-law of tho strangest" might apply are the surd-sonant speed
series, ana tha surd-sonant laahia groups. la the first
series tha increase la rata is definitely the reason for
tha autation, while in the second groups the accent is the
operative agent in producing assimilation. liven if these
two groups could be aade to fit the "lav of the strongest",
tills las still falls to account for the assimilation in
the regaining groups* The theory of "the lav of the
strongest" falls to account for the aajority of the oases
of as ixailatlon, and, therefore ,is of little use as an
explanation of sound whangs* The consonant position does
affect the assimilation process, hot not because it Is
stronger.
As the syllable rate Increases the sheet pressure
rises* The arresting consonant length decreases. If it
Is a surd, the length of the consonant closure Is not of
sufficient duration to eliminate the differential pressure
between the naath and the chest, and the intrinsic musclee
of the larynx do not have sufficient tine to readjust the
glottis for the surd consonant. Vocalization, therefore,
continues throughout the consonant closure.
In the case of the nasal arresting consonant the
nasal phase occupies almost the satire length of tho abut-
ting consonants at a syllable rate oa. 3.5 to 4 par sec,
because the velum requires a longer tiiae to open and close.
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The nasal releasing consonant la driven closer to the
oval as tin atutting length decreases. Slaoe the velua
opens during the consonant occlusion, the air pressure of
the arresting surd is dissipated; at the son* time the nasal
consonant loses its vocalization because again, the Interval
is too short for the readjustment of the glottis for the
voice.
Every movement has its o*m accent or culmination which
is generally prominent but may be subordinate in another
movenent pattern (rhythm). Thia culmination involves a
stress ehieh depends on a more forceful contraction of the
asusale groups employed is the production of the aovemaat.
The stressed muscular contraction is by necessity longer la
duration; but equally important is the fact that the con-
traction of the negative rsoselo group, or the positive relaxa-
tion phase, must be correspondingly longer in duration* a
mors forceful contraction requires o greater muscular exer-
tion of both the pooltire and negative ousels groups* Con-
sequently; more tine Is required to utter the accented syl-
lables* within limits, the movements of the arresting con-
sonants of such syllables are not slurred* The strokes are
prominent, therefore complete* For this reason the arrest-
ing consonant and generally the releasing consonant, if the
foot is a spondee, undergo little assimilation* c the syl-
lable rate la accelerated, the abutting consonant length de-
creases, but both remain prominent as long as the secant is
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intaet. Tha syllabi* rate at which spondee feet een be spoken
is naturally limited, a double accent requires a feroeful
eont? ction for both syllables. la the spondee coordination,
the njvoment of the abdoaiaal muscles is probably separate
and occurs simultaneously sitb $ach chest pulse. Both move-
ments are strong and of sufficient duration to permit the
proper functioning of arresting and releasing consonants. t
a rate higher than four movements per see. the abdoninal
musculature is fixated. Tbe strong syllable pulse carries
the accent. But aooant is an event in tine. If the syllable
rate la increased there can not be two strong no-Tenants. The
spondee foot must undergo modification.
But before this alteration takes place the spends* ac-
cent will preserve the identify of both arresting and re-
leasing consonants. The secant buttresses the abutting pair
against change. For all these groups the arresting consonant
phase is of a slightly longer duration than that of tbe re-
leasing phase. But both consonants hare a value of sufficient
duration to permit the consonants to function in their proper
syllables.
Both the aecent and the consonant position operate in
the assimilation which occurs whan syllables are repeated
with a trochee accent. The accented syllable represents the
main stroke of the abdoaiaal movements and the heavy stroke
of the chest muscles. This syllable will be longer in dura-
•ON
tion. It will occupy a good share of the foot length, ae-
cause of the strong beat of the accented syllable the arrest*
lag consonant will occupy a good portion of the abutting eon*
sonant length* The stroke of the releasing eassonant of the
unaccented syllable Is weak and rapid* If it Is a curd,
voice invftdes and occupies Its entire length, assimilation
Is quickly and rapidly effective* If the releasing conso-
nant is a sonant* asrdasse from the arresting consonant re-
duoes the sonant phase of the releasing oo&sonant, but newer
eoapletely obliterates it*
If the accented syllable of the iamblo foot has a r.onant
releasing consonant, a large degree of assimilation occurs*
The direction of the assimilation in not no unlfora an that
of the other groups, but the Influence of the sonant releas-
ing consonant of the accented syllable on the arresting surd
is clear* If the releasing consonant is surd, the accent
preserves the surd phase *aleh ordinarily disappears in the
other groups* All these nutations oeeur within limits*
At rates higher than 5 syllables acr sec* the surd phase dis-
appears completely.
The question ee to ehy the abutting consonants of the
lambls foot often show a complete nutation requires as
answer, the movement of the iambic foot probably reaches
its culmination towards the middle of the accented syllable*
The weak unaccented syllable has a relatively higher rate
-ci-
thern that of toe accented sellable, The mk arresting «oaso-
asmt stroke of toe unaccented syllable is absorbed by toe
vigorous releasing consonant stroke which does not lengthan
toe syllable. At higher rates of 6-8 syllables per sec* toe
shale syllable fusee with toe main stroke of the ascented
syllable*
The slaver aoveaent of the velum end the dorsum of the
tongue, ehieh coordinate in toe production of toe nasal con-
sonants, suggests an answer to toe behavior of the asaisola-
tions in groups containing nasal consonants. The eloeer
action of the velus nay deflect the air pressure so that it
escapes through the n,se. .hen toe ascent falls on the
syllables containing nasals as releasing consonants, the
movement phase requires additional tirse. since toe voice
starts during the consonant occlusion, it colors toe preceding
consonant* Since the back stroke of the velum requires a
longer ti .e, it influences the following vowel* in toe ease
where the nasal consonant is the arresting consonant of the
accented syllable, the slower movement of the velum overlaps
the following consonant* an toe other hand the aovemonte of
toe velum nay dissipate the air pressure and aodlfy both
the other consonants and itself, but all toe conditions that
operate for toe other groups operate for this group with the
same regularity*
Increased rate of syllable utterance is toe all impor-
tant condition whlah forces two or norm consonants to fuss
to form a third. £imf*e (18-p.37) explanation, that the
relative frequency of occurrence of tha two oo: sonants ul-
tiisately reduces thair relative complexity so that they
fuse to fors a third, and loss conplex phoneme, la inadequate
sisee tha results of this experiment show that assimilation
suet occur under conditions of rata aad aeoent regardless
either of complexity or frequency* the answer probably
lias in tha behavior of the arresting consonant. I any
arresting consonants fuse with tha following releasing conso-
nants In tha every day speech of the average individual bat
do not give rise to a third consonant, such oases nay arise
la special Instances when the character of the abutting pair
la such that a fusion of the two naturally font a totally
different phoneme, on tha other hand, assimilations that
result from tha union of two or sore consonants do not al-
ways complicate the perception of tha prescribed meanings
which the speech material symbolises. Tradition and social
approbation eventually may force the acceptance of these
assimilations aa legitimate language heritage. But in most
of these eases tha assimilations occur rather quickly be-
cause one or both consonants of the abutting pair la weak
(the semi-vowel £ in the jU£ groups) and unstable.
The question concerning the action and influence of
the mind in producing assimilation requires an answer. It
-co-
ins suggested in toe earlier part of this paper that since
cental causes can not be proved or disproved,there reaaina
the possibility of adducing adequate evidence tfs ion would
render recourse to aental onuses unnecessary* The resulte
of this investigation, and their explanations in tarns of
a sotor theory in eh ion the accessory consonant aoveaaats
aoooaaodate theaaelves to the fundamental syllable covenants
-hen rate la increased and different accent patterns are
prescribed, are offered as evidence that renders recourse to
aental causes unnecessary. Ten of the twelve subjects used
In the experiment vara naive as to the nature of the experi-
ment* In the final analysis the change could not "be In
their alnde" beeeuee (1) they did not know that changes
occurred in their speech ae rates and accent patterns vers
varied; and (f ) they did not knov what changes to expect*
Later when soas of the changes vers pointed out to thea\ they
refused to believe these changes occurred In their speech*
A consideration of speech aovesents in action, and the rela-
tion of these Bovaaenta to the experience patterns which
they have ease to syaboiixe, end for 3hioh they have becoae
convenient substitutes, stakes recourse to aental eaueea un-
necessary*
The explanations of the sound changes as set forth in
this papsr are purely ssechanleal* Speech Is utterly depen-
dent upon s physiological asehaalaa for ita production* The
physiological meohanien is subject to physiological Um
which govern all muscle eoordlnationa. Under the con-
dition* which obtain in th« production of ppeaeh, therefore,
sounds (muscular movements) which are placed in certain re-
lationships of space ana time vast undergo changes which the
producing mechanism imposes as a result of sore fundamental
laws.
lm The problem investigated was that of the influence
of accent and increased rate of syllable utterance on abut-
ting consonants. It sac thought that positive results from
such an experiiient, which could be explained in motor terns,
would render recourse to mental cauaes unneoesse ry.
£• The experiment sas carried out as follows;
a* The kymographlc nethod sas used to study ths
influence of ascent and increased rate on abutting conso-
nants* Twelve adults served as subjects. They repeated
short non-sensieal and meaningful phrases containing abut-
ting consonants with varying rates of utterances, and with
varying accentual patterns.
b. Assimilation sas induced in special oases
(abutting consonants). Syllables containing approximately
£,500 abutting conaonanta were obtained and measured to
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deteraine the eor.ditioos, the direction, and the degree of
assimilation.
3. The remits free the twelve subjects showed that:
a* -hen syllables containing surd arresting and
sonant releasing consonants were spoken with increasing rate,
assimilation occurred rapidly and to a large degree as the
rate increased to 4 syllables per see. At a syllable rate
between f and 5 par sec, assimilation was eaaplete.
b. The earns proeea operated in the sonant-surd
speed series* Assimilation occurred acre rapidly and was
complete at a rate or 4 syllables per sec.
c. Ihen syllables containing both surd and sonant
arresting oo&soncnta, and sonant and surd releasing conso-
nants, were spokes with a spondee accent both consonants
remained practically firs against change.
d. When syllables containing surd arresting and
sonant releasing consonants were spoken with a trochee accent
and Increasing speed, the direction of the assimilation
process was not so rapid as that for the other groups. Hie
degree of assimilation was not so ;rect as that of the other
groups.
e. then the accent was a trochee for the sonant*
sard groups, the direction of assimilation was very rapid,
and the degree qui te large. Complete assimilation occurred
between a syllable rate of 4 to 5 syllables per see.
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f* When the accent was laabic for the surd-
sonant groups, the direction of the assimilation van rapid but
not so unlfora an that for the other groups* Complete assimi-
lation occurred between n syllable rate of 5 and 6 psr see.
g* When the accent ens Iambic for the sonant-surd
groups, little assimilation seemed to appear. The ascent
held the surd releasing consonant intact.
h« fihsn syllables containing n. X 9 and d as
arresting consonants and j as a releasing consonant were
spoken at rates between 5.5 to 4 per sea., » t t,, and d fused
with x *° forn ah, ch, and J[.
1. Accent, consonant position, and Increased rate
operate either to hasten or to delay assimilation at a rate
of 3 to 4 syllables per nee*
4* A consideration of the relation of the accessory
consonant movements to the fundamental syllable pulse, and
the necessity for these consonant movements to accommodate
themselves to the basic syllable movements, as a result of
Increasing rsts, accent, and consonant position* offer en
explanation of aesinilation in terns of a motor theory which
makes recourse to mental causes unnecessary.
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I# The wrd« iMl|H aP°k*n *lth laereaal»5 rate end spondee
•SjSWftt petlHMfft*
A~tracing of the air ;:>rea«ur9 inside toe »outfc# the
•butting consonants of group* i and g show the sonant-
surd ohaeee of the eoneoaaate* The air treasure for
£ i« higher than that of £• The abutting eoueonante
of grown 9 ere completely sonant* The air pressure
curve tadleatea that the prescribed abutting cease*
Haute have beoooe a eoapowad or single consonant*
The 2 n** a fertis release* The duration of the conso-
nant, .14 seconds, ie too snort for that of abutting
oonsoaants*
AO-treelag of the air pressure just outaides the south*
The suddsn riee of pressure before the voice bovine
for the vowel shows the aspiration phase of the re*
leasing
II* The words jag-ill spoken with inoreaeing rate and with
troohoe accent pattern*
racing of the air pressure inalde the south* The
abutting eonsoBanta of group £ are almost completely
sonant. The oreserlbed abutting consonants are not
present In groups 1 and 3* The air pressure curves
are those of compound or single consonants. This
consonant la completely aoasat* The preseure for
the *n» ie ths usual form for the releasing a, end
indicates that it le a fortis release*
A0**traeln4i of the air pressure fran Just outside the south*
The aspiration nhase for t^e releasing phase for the
releasing P Is clear thruu-hout, Kote the greater
length of the vowel la the aeeented syllables.
III. The words bagpipe, spoken with increasing rata and with
Xanbio eooent.
A-traclng of the air preasure inside the oouth. The
lanistha of the eoneonante in ell the groupe (,ia aeo.)indieate that the originally prescribed abutting oonao-
nante have beeeae ooapouad or einglo eonaeaaata* vhe
easttontat* of group 1 and 8 here a pmnlnent card phaee*
Xa group 5 the consonant Has a greater sonant phase*
The syllable rata for the 8 group* Is 3*4 per aeo*
AO*treelag of the air araeaare froa Jant outaida the »outh.
The releasing i^ai tt eapiration phaaa whieh ditmui
with lasveases rata*
XV* Ilia syllables aeg, 2fJ3*.*. epnkeo with increasing rata*
A-traoing of taa air pres«ure inside tha aauth. Voice
from tha a; U enteriag a ta abutting coaeoaaate of
syllablee of syllablee 3 aad 4* tha relcaelag »p» of
ayllabla 6 la completely sonant, tha air pressure
curve la approaching tha forra of a compound or a
eingle.
AO*tracing of tha air preaaura just ©utaide tha acuta* All
releasing p'a have an aeplration eaase* Ihs eapiratory
phaaa of ayllabla 6 la partly vocalised*
v » Tha ayllablaa £gp, «aa#*. spoken with inereeelng rata*
A-traoing of tha air pressure laalda tha south, ceaao*
aaata basin to abut at ayllablaa 3 aad 4* Tha relative
duration of tha sonant phaaa inaraaeea with increasing
rata* The rata of ayllabla 8, 3 par see*, is not
hi^h enough to cause Modification of tha aasl*saed abut*
tlag ma* At alfMf r&tea tha two oonaonanta becose
ooapouad aad are vocalised throughout, (aaa: syllable
d, treeing A* IV abate)*
a*tracing of the air proa are from Juet outaida the &outb*
i

Figure 8
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X* The syllabi** sajs, sa^ spoken with inoreasixv? rat*.
a*treeing of the air ?rea«ure lcslde the south* The
ourti phase of the ebuttln; eonaoaaata am deereeeea
with inereaaing rata. At ayllabls ft the"rate Is 4*8
ayllablss per s«o«; sag beoosea m; the abutting
iy& beeese earcpound agfc *lt& Toealls&ation throughout.
AO~treeing of tho Air pressure from Just outetde the
south, ht slow rate the frleetire phase la aurdj
oftor eyllahlee h~d it becomes somint throughout*
K*treeing of tho air praeaure from the noao. as tha
tata irtorooaes tha nasal phaaa occupies sore and
sora of tha consonant duration » until at ayllablaa
11 to 14 it includes tha antIra consonant length.
IX* Tha ayllablaa was , bsj**** spoken with inoreaaln?; rata*
a-tracing of tha air pressure lnaida tha south* The
relatively las pressure in tha south indlaataa that
tho pressure for a is being dissipated through tha
none (eeat U below; *
AO-tracing of tha air oresaura just outsIda tha south*
Sots tha form of tho rowel Just before tha arresting &.
S»tracing of tha air pressure froa the nose, ifote tha
high prse<*ure fros tha noae and the relatively larger
surd phaeee In a* The relus opens for the m during
ths tocluslon of |, oauatng a loae of ?rassure through
the noae. The cospouad eg fma syllables 10 on la
alsoat ooapietely surd*
III*
a-tracing of the air pressure inside the south* The
nts sm beoaae
ajOiattes, he
ooapound m of these oyliables l» praotleally surd(eeet N below)* The aeeeated ayliable ehotvs tho
dlstlnot abutting form.
A0*traolag of the air pressure Just outside the acuta*
K-treeing of the air pree«ure fros the cone. The normalfom of ft* a appears la the first syllable of eaoh
-roup, ihe third £ of eaeb group la woak and Tory
ahort* Too $ following the accented ayliable la
plotely vol©ad
•
i>mt jam.* Sl» 291 opokaa vita latraaalag rata and the
fdlloiiac aeoeatpatterai m i
A*traelng from the air pressure Inside tha mouth, ma
abutting ooneonaat« of the uaaaoaatad syllables have
become aoaaat compound or alalia ooasoaanta, tha only
truo abutting pair la tha group* era tha msp following
tha aoaaat*
AO-tracing froa tha air pressure Just outalde the south*
The aspiration phaae daoroaaoa as the rate Increases.
The releasing oanaonaata of tha unaccented syllables
have lost their aspiration phase*
K*treeing of the air preesure frcss the nose* The aip
of the uaaeeented syllables are really combination
of a and £ with the length of a short, elagls conso-
nant, .06-.10 see* t vocalised throughout. In the
accented syllabise the m extends slaoot the entire
length of tha consonant duration*

cawr ?AtrawK bt. no |MM sotuects w
I* Tha unitjh b^y spoken with increasing rat* end with
ape&dee ( ^ t )ftoo»nt pattern*
tracing of the ait- nntsBw in*id* the mouth* fiote
the ahort voloe phase earried orer from the vowel which
apr)©art la the oeeluaion of the »* The consonants
of group I do not hare the regular abuttln.-. for.;. t¥o
aurd and eonent phase* for j^b ere prominent up through
#roup« 5* as the* syllable rate i&aroaaaa the aard
phase deoreaasa* Begin lag with ^roup 6 which la
spoken at a rata ea* 8 eyllabiaa par aeepnd all conso-
nant* ara complete cement*
AO-traetn« of tha air pressure Just outside the mouth*
The reieaelng b haa no aspiration pha*** Voice from
th* vowel la recorded t»m*dlat*ly aa tha south opens*
llm Tha unit group that day spoken with increasing rata and
with troofeoo ( ZfZrZTT accent pattern*
A*»tmolag of tha air pr**eure in*id* tha mouth* Tha &
has llttla voice j la group ft it la completely aurd.
ah11a tha low amplitude of tha air pressure indicates
tha lenle release* fha prescribed abuttlag oonso-
nante hav* because compound la group* * and 8* By
thla time tha aaoaat pattern baa probably broken doom
aa a raault of increaaing rata*
*0-tracing of tha air proasura juet outalda tha south*
Tha d of tha abutting e>n»onant pairs reteiae tha
lania rslsaaa throughout I thara la no aspiration phaaa,
even at high rata*, s-d syllabias par second.
ill* Tha unit group *f, Ldawn, apokea with Increasing rata and
with ienable ( » » aocsant pattara*
Agreeing of tha air pressure lnalda tha mouth* Tha air
proaaura surra shows a single, or probably a compound
in group 1, rather than an abutting peir* In group a
abutting consonants reappear. The remainder of the
consonant b are sonant compounds or singles. The
tracing shows that the pressure in the mouth rises
higher for the d in the accented syllable dawn
than for the d in the unaccented day above, tracing
AO-tracing of the air pressure Just outside the mouth.
The d has a small aspiration.
IV. The phrase Will that do? spoken with increasing rate and
with a spondee accent pattern for the syllables that do .
Ar-tracing of the air pressure inside the mouth. The
surd t and the sonant d are intact.
AO-tracing of the air pressure Just outside the mouth.
- t m
V. The phrase Will that do ? spoken with increasing rate and
with trochee aocent pattern for the syllables that do .
A-tracing of the air pressure inside the mouth. In
group 1 the surd t abuts with the sonant d. The
sonant phase of the abutting consonants is* relatively
short. The second pair of abutting consonants, group
2, shows a shorter sonant phase. The d of group 3 is
completely surd. Although the 'd* has become surd
it retains the lenis forms (see AO, below).
AO-tracing of the air pressure Just outside the mouth.
There is no aspiration for the surd 1 d 1
,
indicating
the lenis form.
i
VI. The phrase Will thgtlTo? spoken with increasing rate.
The syllables that do are spoken with iambic aocent
pattern.
A-tracing of the air pressure inside the mouth. The •t 1
of the abutting pair in group 1 have a very short
surd phase. The air pressure for the d is high through-
out. In group 2 and 3 the abutting pairs are completely
sonant.
AO-tracing of the air pressure Just outside the mouth.
There is the usual absence of aspiration for the
releasing d.
SYLLABLE RATE PER SECOND SYLLABLE RATE PER SECOND
.juavxs mmim the B'4i.A?to!©ai? unm rm at

oomposxts iaadaHAii MWtsn ts,s asbitxmb oqmmhumm sit
&?cncn viith mtmt&im bats axd ifits vimnzm j&QwHTvkVsmm
U Wm eyllebloe so, so.. ... , spoken slowly.
A-traoleg of the air pressure inside the mouth. sate thefom or tho prossure carve Tor a* The air preesure
rlaee gradually to a auudmni than drope quickly. The
data indicate tha length of tha vowel,
AO-tracing of tha air prensure Just outsIda the mouth. Tha
rounded rise indieatea tha fricative phaae preceding the
wmn\*
XI. Tha syllables ah£, cho*..*,spoken at an increasing rata*
A«»traeinti of tho air preaeure inside tha south. ftotelth*
etending tha break la tha air preesure rise, tha rise
lo gradual to a map-lama. Hate the roundneea of tha
curves at their saaiam*
AO-treeing of tho air praaeure Juat outalde the mouth. Tha
fricative phase of fa rise* higher end is ellghtly
longer than that ofjT m I above*
111* The syllable* yft* . voa....spoken at an laereeein^ rata*
A-trecing of tha air preesure Inside the raauth. syl-
lable* 1, ft* end 3 show distinct abutting consonants*
Tha originally preeerlbed at? see become aj^ at ratea
of 3*4 syllables per sec*, ayllsbles «* s* A. This
3& form perslets at Increasing retea*
AO-treeing of the air pressure just* outalde the mouth*
Aa tha rate increases the treeing shove e fricative
phase, elaoet identical with that of sjfc in IX above*
XV. The unit group joa ^of, apokan with increasing apeed and
with iambic accent*
A-tracing of tha air pressure inside the mouth* Tha
abutting coneoneate m of group 1 ie clear, The
consonants of sroupc~end 3 have combined to form
tha fricative *£• ooaaon&nta batvaan group* 1 and
£ *r* »«parat* and distinct, but thoa© batwaan (group*
* and 3 ahow tha abutting form*
/0-tracing of tha air praaaur* lnaida tb* ttouth* £h_
forma of group* £ sad 9 are clear*
Taa unit group ro* yo* apoitea *ith increasing epeed end
iambic accent. Than* groups vara spoken at a higher
rata than those ta IV abOT»«
A-traaing of tba air proasure inside lha mouth, Tha
originally prescribed mrg baa cbaag*d to ah in group*
1 and 4, while those of group* £ and 3 hold to tba
original abutting forau Tba oonaonant £ and x between
croupe show a slower abutting fora.
/.O-trseing of tb* air praaeur* 4u*t outside tha atouth.
Th* fricative fora of e& la clear in groups 1 and 4*
T. -01 sei. 1
1
HJE 6SA
I
rigor* i
COMPOSITE SaQ-IlSQ T3i£ tiSBTSUSG COKdOgAJSTSJ tiy poxaiiXTH XHQiUUSIK BATS AMD Dim&fflT PaTTSkHS
I. The syllables she, aha.... epokaa at en increasing rate.
A-traoiag of the air pressure In the aouth. The air
pressure rlaee gradually to a aaziiMua, above a royaler
releasing forau
AO-treelag or the air pressure jaat outside the south.
Hate the rounded font of the abuttin consonant of
the affriestire phase*
II. The syllables yat. rat..** spoken with increasing rate.
A-traoing of the air pressure inside the south. The
ens ure /or the arresting t rise* MM* ISAr >ly xhui
for the releasing oh in I shore. The originally pre-
scribed ttj beoo— <k froa eyilablee 4-5 on. The
rise oi' :.>reei>u~e is lee' sharp than that of the ar-
resting i. The curve ie the aasje as that of ah in I
above* The rata of eyilablee 4, 5, end 6 ie between
3 and 4 syllables par seaand.
AG-tracing of the air preeeure Just outside the aouth*
The affrioatire phase of the eh ia AO of 1 above ay
peare ia syliablea 4# 5, and 37
III* The group rat rat rat spoken with increasing scuta aad
the foliovjin- Bmn pattern: • m •
A-treeing of the air pressure inside the south. The
Initial continuatlve y ia distinct for each -roup.
The abutting t;r of the first aad second syllables
rentiin fira in sash group. The too aaxisa for the
t;r are clear. Except for the brief toice ia the
arresting t froa the vowel, both consonants are surd.
The pressure of t is such hi?he*haa that of the y.
The originally prescribed U£ between eyilables J end
3 of each group hae beeoae a releeeiag consonant; it
ie either e J± or voiced oh. The procees ie the saae
for ell groupe.
AO-traelngs of the air jtreiiun Just outelde the south.
Thaw la bo appeeranee of the affrleatlwe phase in
ohj| 1b I and XI above, lndlsatlng that tha tnr fusedw fons J, at this rata, oa. 5*6 oar aac.
IV. Tha group yat yat yet ynt spoken with Inaresslng rata
ana tha following secant ^tttern: - -JL. • -
A«treoing of tha air pressure insice tha mouth* Abutting
foras appear between eyllablee £ and 3 of each group.
The originally prescribed tir beoose* a releasing
consonant in the uBaocested syllables t and 4 of
eaah group. The aaseated and the unaccented syllable
Lxaedlately following the assent show abutting forsa
with ooaplete surdity for both consonants.
AO-treelogs of the air preeeure just outside tha aaonth.
The affricative phase is not present.
V. The group yatjfrj ya* ya^ apolcan with increasing rata
and tha following odeeat pattern: * * —i— *
A-1rasing of the air pressure Inside the south. Tha
foraa are tha aaaa aa those In III and IV above.
Abutting ooneonante appear between the assented and
the following syllable. Changes are tha waste aa
those In IV.
Jracluate CgoBlttM

